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in the wages paid to underground workers, keelmen, and
seamen1.
On the distributive side the important factor was the
tit* costs, cost Qj canjagej which depended upon three distinct ele-
ments—conveyance of the coal from the pits to the staiths
on the river-side; transport by water; cartage along the
streets to the homes or workplaces of the consumers. It was
pointed out in the seventeenth century that a colliery might
have no value unless it had " the conveniency to convey the
coal at a small charge to some river " 2 ; and the first rail-
ways were constructed to carry coal from the pits. The
method of conveying coals by rails was employed in Notting-
hamshire in the reign of Elizabeth 3. One of the earliest
descriptions is given by Roger North (1676): " Another
thing that is remarkable is their way-leaves ; for when men
have pieces of ground between the colliery and the river,
they sell leave to lead coals over their ground, and so dear
that the owner of a rood of ground will expect twenty pounds
per annum for this leave. The manner of the carriage is by
laying rails of timber from the colliery down to the river!
exactly straight and parallel; and bulky carts are made
with four rowlets fitting these rails ; whereby the carriage is
so easy that one horse will draw down four or five chaldrons
of coal and is an immense benefit to the coal merchants " 4.
Although artificial roads were * an immense benefit', they
were attended by the drawback that they generally passed
through the grounds of several proprietors who required the
coalowners to pay high prices for their trespass 5, which had
its influence upon the price of the commodity. After the
coal reached the river it was loaded on the vessels by keels
or lighters, and the lighterage charges at Newcastle were a
1 Supra, p. 143.    The rise in seamen's wages was attributed to the
length of the voyage and ' the danger of the passage': House of Lords
MSS. 1704-1706, p. 226.
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3 1598 : Hist. MSS. Comm. Middleton, 169, 177.    This is sixty-two
years earlier than the date (1660) recorded in Galloway, Annals of Coal
Mining, i. 156.
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 *	Hist. MSS. Comm. Portland, vi. 104;   Acts of the Privy Council,
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